Enhancing the matrix-fiber interface with a surfactant leads to improved performance properties of 3D printed composite materials containing cellulose nanofibrils
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ABSTRACT Cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) exhibit characteristics that make them a desirable addition to new composite materials. CNFs are usable in a wide variety of applications such as coatings, personal and healthcare products, packaging, and advanced structural materials. They
can also help overcome some performance issues with objects 3D printed by stereolithography (SLA) including dimensional instability and poor mechanical properties. However, CNFs are hydrophilic, making their dispersion in hydrophobic resins common to SLA difficult. Therefore, improvement of performance properties will not be fully realized. In this work, we treated TEMPO-oxidized CNFs (TOCNFs) with the hydrochloride salt of lauroyl arginate ethyl ester (LAE·HCl), a cationic surfactant, to investigate how this coating would affect the performance properties of multicomponent uncured SLA resins and subsequently printed objects. We hypothesized this coating would enhance the dispersion of the cellulose nanomaterials when compared to their uncoated counterparts, which would lead to quantifiable differences among the sample groups. We found that the viscosity of a commercial 3D printing resin (0.34 Pa·s at 30 Hz) increased by nearly an order of magnitude upon addition of even 1 wt.% uncoated TOCNFs (2.96 Pa·s at 30 Hz). Moreover, the tensile strength (19.9(5) MPa) and modulus (0.65(5) GPa) of objects printed from the commercial resin decreased when adding 4 wt.% uncoated TOCNF (12.5(2) MPa and 0.58(8) GPa, respectively). In contrast, resins having 4 wt.% TOCNFs coated with LAE were less viscous (1.25 Pa·s at 30 Hz), and objects printed from them had enhanced tensile strength (24.7(7) MPa) and modulus (0.78(8) GPa) when compared to both the unadulterated resin and that having uncoated TOCNFs. Our findings show the general utility of using a surfactant with cellulose nanomaterials to homogenize multicomponent resins for 3D printing composite materials with enhanced performance properties.
INTRODUCTION

Biorenewable products are those that can be created from renewable and living materials such as plants. These products have recently been the focus of intense research due to their potentially high value and enhanced performance with diminished environmental impact as compared to traditional petroleum-based products. Cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) are a sustainable material used to develop bioproducts such as reinforced composites, high performance coatings, functional materials, and powder dispersions for several applications, including biorenewable plastics, food-grade products, healthcare, cosmetics, and more.¹⁻⁴ In contrast to cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), CNFs typically have a high aspect ratio and contain both crystalline and amorphous domains.

Industrial application of CNFs can be enabled by methods to modify CNF surfaces, including mechanical, enzymatic, and chemical pretreatments.⁵ TEMPO oxidation is one of the most common pretreatment methods, which oxidizes C6 to a carboxylic acid, making it available for further chemical modification. A well-known and widely studied process, TEMPO oxidation produces high-quality fibers with a moderate possibility of industrial implementation, given the quantity of chemical reagents used, the number of necessary processing steps, the cost of the pretreatment, and the energy required for nanofibrilation.⁵

TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibril (TOCNF) films have exceptional mechanical properties, including Young’s modulus of up to 14 GPa, tensile strength of up to 300 MPa, and strain to failure up to 10%.⁶⁻¹¹ Moreover, CNF-reinforced polymer composites of polyethylene oxide were 2.3 times stiffer and 1.9 times stronger than unadulterated PEO.¹² Long length and good matrix-fiber interactions were identified as reasons for this exceptional performance enhancement. Accordingly, TOCNFs have been widely investigated as the reinforcing fiber for several composite materials, including those created via 3D printing.¹³
3D printing is an umbrella term that encompasses several specific methods that build parts layer-by-layer. These vary based on materials used, surface morphology, resolution range, manufacturing speed, cost, and many others. Stereolithography (SLA) is a method that uses light to cure liquid resins into solid objects. The resins are mixtures of photocurable molecules that afford solid objects with smooth surfaces. However, SLA is limited by a narrow selection of resin materials, which are relatively hydrophobic.\textsuperscript{14,15} This makes printing composite materials with hydrophilic cellulose nanofibrils especially challenging, given the interfacial mismatch between a hydrophilic fiber and a hydrophobic matrix.

Recent advances in photocured composites containing cellulose nanomaterials, including those generated via 3D printing by stereolithography, have been extensively reviewed.\textsuperscript{16} Those incorporating nanofibrils include aerogels and/or hydrogels for tissue engineering,\textsuperscript{17,18} cell adhesion,\textsuperscript{19} and complex-shaped 3D printed scaffolds.\textsuperscript{20} The major challenge identified in incorporating TOCNFs is the hydrophilic nature of nanocellulose and its affinity for aggregation via hydrogen bonding.\textsuperscript{16} Accordingly, Sajab and coworkers showed that surface modification of CNF with PEO afforded enhanced mechanical properties to 3D printed composites. Polyurethane-based SLA resins modified with 3\% CNF-PEO showed an increase in tensile strength (24\%) and stiffness (10\%), although weight loading above 3\% CNF reduced the mechanical properties of the composites.\textsuperscript{21}

Surfactants have also been used to enhance matrix-fiber interactions in nanocellulose-containing composites.\textsuperscript{22-24} Surfactant molecules are amphiphilic, owing to the presence of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic functional groups, and charged\textsuperscript{25,26} and non-ionic surfactants\textsuperscript{27,28} have been used to lower the water wettability or enhance the dispersion of CNFs in polymer composites. In addition, members of our team have recently explored surface interactions between cationic
surfactant lauroyl arginate ethyl ester (LAE) and CNCs. This surfactant is a food-grade antimicrobial derived from renewable materials, and it exhibits excellent interactions with nanocellulose surfaces.

Despite the major challenge in incorporating TOCNFs into new photopolymer resins for 3D printing being a matrix-fiber mismatch, and despite the vast array of investigations regarding surfactant interactions with nanocellulose, no investigations to date have focused on using surfactants to enhance the nanointerfacial interactions between TOCNFs and 3D printer resins. Accordingly, here we present our findings related to using LAE to homogeneously disperse TOCNFs in a commercial 3D printer resin. We examine the surface hydrophobicity of coated TOCNFs, the rheological properties of 3D printer resins containing those TOCNFs, and the mechanical and morphological properties of objects printed using these new resins. Our findings indicate that employing a surfactant coating for TOCNFs enables 3D printing composite materials with enhanced performance properties when compared to both unadulterated resins and those containing unmodified TOCNFs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents

Freeze-dried TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibrils (TOCNFs, sodium form) were purchased from the University of Maine Process Development Center (Orono, ME USA). These TOCNFs were characterized by the manufacturer as having 1.49 mmol COONa per g dry TOCNF. CytoGuard LA 2X, a 20% (w/w) aqueous solution of the hydrochloride salt of lauric arginate ethyl ester (LAE), was kindly provided by A&B Ingredients, Inc. (Fairfield, NJ USA). SainSmart Rapid UV General Purpose Photopolymer Curing Resin (405 nm, transparent) was purchased from
Amazon.com, Inc. Ultrapure water (specific resistance, $\rho = 18.18 \text{ M}\Omega\cdot\text{cm}$) was used for all preparations. All reagents were used as received unless otherwise noted.

**Preparation and characterization of LAE-coated TOCNFs**

A 1% (w/w) dispersion of TOCNFs in water was produced by combining 3 g TOCNF (4.47 mmol COONa) with 297 g water. The resulting suspension was cooled to 0 °C (ice bath) and dispersed using an IKA T25 Digital ULTRA-TURRAX disperser (IKA Works, Inc., Wilmington, NC USA). The sample was dispersed at 15,000 rpm for 1 min and then allowed to rest for 1 min. This process was repeated 5 times. Then, the sample were sonicated at 0 °C (ice bath) using a VCX 750 laboratory scale ultrasonic processor (Sonics & Materials, Inc., Newtown, CT USA). The sample was pulsed at 20 kHz (80% amplitude) for five 30-s on/off cycles. The resulting homogeneous suspension was heated to 80 °C with stirring and 10.8 g Cytoguard LA 2X (5.14 mmol LAE-HCl, 15% mole excess vs COONa) was added by pouring over a period of 5 min to minimize foaming. The resulting mixture was allowed to stir overnight, after which it was frozen (-80 °C) and lyophilized using a Labconco FreeZone 2.5 benchtop freeze dry system (Labconco, Inc., Kansas City, MO USA) to afford a sticky off-white powder.

Coated and uncoated TOCNF samples were subjected to elemental analysis to measure the weight percent of total organic nitrogen (TON) using a Costech ECS 4010 CHNSO Analyzer (Costech Analytical Technologies, Inc., Valencia, CA USA). Coated samples were dialyzed (3.5 KDa) over a period of 4 days (water changed daily) to remove unbound surfactant. Diatomic nitrogen and carbon dioxide peak areas were measured using Isodat software and TON values were calculated using a peak area calibration based on a homogeneous caffeine standard. Error was determined by analyzing independent standards as samples across all EA runs.
Coated and uncoated TOCNF samples were also subjected to contact angle measurements to quantitatively measure surface wettability using a Ramé-Hart Model 295 Automated Goniometer/Tensiometer (Ramé-Hart Instrument Co., Succasunna, NJ USA). Solid TOCNFs were compressed into pellets (7.2 mm diameter × 0.55 mm thickness) and 5-uL water droplets were administered close to the surface of each pellet to prevent splashing and edge spinning. Contact angles of droplets were analyzed over 15 s with a secant method using Ramé-Hart’s DropImg software.

**Composite resin formulation and characterization**

LAE-coated TOCNFs or uncoated TOCNFs were added to a known amount of SainSmart Rapid UV General Purpose Photopolymer Curing Resin to produce 40-g batches of composite resins having the weight percentages of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8% (w/w). The resulting resins were processed using the disperser and ultrasonic processor in a manner identical to that described above.

The rheological properties of the resins were measured using a TA Instruments HR-3 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE USA) equipped with a double-wall geometry (inside bob diameter = 40.77 mm, outside bob diameter = 43.88 mm, inside cup diameter = 40.02 mm, outside cup diameter = 44.82 mm). Tests were performed over a range of shear rates from 0.1-30 Hz at 20 °C.

**3D printing and mechanical testing**

The resins were loaded into an Elegoo Mars Mono LCD MSLA Resin 3D Printer (Elegoo, Inc. Shenzhen, Guangdong China). The build platform was calibrated according to the manufacturer’s instructions before each print, which consisted of 6 ASTM D638 Type-IV tensile testing specimens. Printing parameters were set up using CHITUBOX (CBD-Tech, Shenzhen,
Guangdong China) and were as follows: 12.5 μm layer height, 8 base layers, 30 s exposure time per base layer, 12 s exposure time per remaining layer.

Ultimate tensile strength and Young’s modulus of the printed samples were measured using an Instron 5567 dual column universal testing machine. A 30-kN static load cell was used. Tests were performed following the ASTM D638 standard according to type IV specimen dimensions with a 1-mm/min extension rate for all tests. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using Minitab to compare the effect of weight percentage of coated and uncoated TOCNFs on measured mechanical performance. Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) test was performed using Minitab to reveal statistically significant differences among the samples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surface modifications to prepared coated TOCNFs. We hypothesized that the guanidinium chloride head group in LAE would react with the sodium carboxylate groups decorating the surface of TOCNFs via a salt metathesis reaction to afford a surface coating of LAE as shown in Scheme 1 below. This hypothesis is supported by reports that indicate TOCNFs are neutralized by addition of even small amounts cationic surfactant based on ζ-potential measurements. 29,33–35 Accordingly, we treated TOCNFs having 1.49 mmol COONa per g dry TOCNF with a 15 mol% excess LAE·HCl to ensure complete transformation of all available sodium carboxylate sites to surface sites functionalized with LAE through hydrogen bonding interactions.

Scheme 1. Coating TOCNFs with LAE·HCl
Since LAE contains 4 nitrogen atoms per molecule (Scheme 1), we investigated whether nitrogen elemental analysis would be a suitable technique to probe the amount of LAE coating each TOCNF. Given the presence of 1.49 mmol Na per g dry TOCNF, and 1 mmol LAE⋅HCl would theoretically interact with each mmol Na, it follows that 4 mmol of N would be present at each successfully substituted COONa site. As 1 mmol N atoms weighs 0.014007 g, 5.96 mmol N atoms (1.49 mmol × 4) weighs 0.0835 g; accordingly, a TOCNF with all 1.49 mmol COONa groups substituted with LAE would be approximately 8.35% (w/w) nitrogen. However, we measured the nitrogen content of the LAE-coated TOCNFs to be 3.23(7)%, suggesting that approximately 39% of the available COONa sites were substituted with LAE, despite adding a 15% (w/w) excess of LAE⋅HCl.

There are several possible factors that could influence this diminished substitution. First, we did not attempt to measure the accessibility of LAE⋅HCl to the COONa groups. Given the size of the tail portion of LAE (Scheme 1), and the flexibility of TOCNFs owing to their non-crystalline domains, it is reasonable to speculate that steric interactions could hinder the accessibility of the LAE⋅HCl to some portion of the available COONa sites.24 Another factor could relate to the chemistry of the substitution. According to Le Chatelier’s principle, a classical salt metathesis reaction is driven to completion by the formation of an insoluble salt and its subsequent precipitation from the reaction mixture. In the case of the reaction we describe, NaCl is formed in water, so there is potentially a greatly diminished thermodynamic driving force towards reaction completion because of the solubility of NaCl in water. Finally, qualitative analysis of the LAE-coated TOCNFs shows that the material is somewhat heterogeneous, meaning in the solid state, a non-uniform distribution of LAE on the TOCNFs could lead to isolation of a somewhat non-
representative sample for measurement by elemental analysis. Which of these (or other) factors (or their combination) that leads to a fractional LAE substitution is unclear.

Nevertheless, we were able to quantify a change in surface wettability between untreated TOCNFs and TOCNFs treated with LAE-HCl as described above (henceforth described as “coated” TOCNFs). As shown in Figure 1, contact angle measurements demonstrate a substantially increased surface hydrophobicity of coated TOCNFs as compared to the uncoated material. The mean contact angle of uncoated TOCNFs was measured to be 27.5(2)°, whereas that of the coated TOCNFs was measured to be 50(3)°, which corresponds to an approximately 82% increase in contact angle. This is an important result, as it suggests that LAE-coated TOCNFs would have enhanced dispersibility and matrix-fiber interfacial interactions in hydrophobic SLA resins. Together, these could lead to a measurable enhancement in performance properties of printed objects. We tested this hypothesis below.
**Figure 1.** Contact angles of uncoated TOCNFs (red) and LAE-coated TOCNFs (blue). Values in parenthesis are standard error of the preceding digit. Images of the physical shapes of the water droplets at \( t = 15 \) s are provided.

**Preparation of composite resins containing coated and uncoated TOCNFs.** We dispersed the coated and uncoated TOCNFs in commercially available transparent 3D printer resin from SainSmart. For the coated TOCNFs, we blended composite resins containing 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8% (w/w) TOCNFs. We also blended a composite resin containing 1% (w/w) uncoated TOCNFs to ascertain differences among the amounts of reinforcing nanomaterial and among coated and uncoated nanomaterials. Figure 2 summarizes the rheological properties of the resulting composite resins.

**Figure 2.** Flow curves (A) and viscosity curves (B) of the base commercial resin (gray squares), composite resins containing 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8% (w/w) coated TOCNFs (filled green circles of increasing saturation), and a composite resin containing 1% (w/w) uncoated TOCNFs (unfilled red circles). The inset in panel B depicts the area between 20-30 Hz and 0-5 Pa·s.
As expected, the homogenous base resin (gray squares) displays ideal viscous flow behavior. In this case, viscosity is independent of shear rate (as is evident by the linear plot of shear stress vs shear rate in the flow curve shown in Figure 2A) because the commercial resin is a homogenous mixture of relatively low molecular weight materials. Moreover, resins containing 1-3% (w/w) coated TOCNFs display similar ideal viscous flow behavior (Figure 2A), albethey with nominally higher viscosities when compared to the base resin (Figure 2B inset and Table 1 below).

For composite resins containing 4, 6, and 8% (w/w) coated TOCNFs, the flow behavior of the resulting pseudoplastic fluids deviates slightly from ideal viscous flow by displaying shear thinning behavior (Figure 2A). This is evident from the viscosity curves for those materials, which display a decrease in viscosity with as shear rate increases (Figure 2B inset). This perhaps suggests that as we add additional coated TOCNFs, the homogeneity of the resulting dispersion decreases somewhat.

The most convincing evidence for the homogeneous dispersion of TOCNFs imparted by coating them with LAE comes from comparing the flow curves of the 1% (w/w) coated and uncoated composite resins. Even at low uncoated TOCNF concentration, the composite resin displays shear thinning behavior (Figure 2A, unfilled red circles), and the viscosity at very low shear rates (below 1 Hz) is outside the specified range of allowable viscosities for most commercially available 3D printers.\textsuperscript{14} This is in stark contrast to the composite resin containing 1% (w/w) coated TOCNFs, which is evidently relatively homogeneous when compared to the composite resin containing uncoated TOCNFs. In fact, even the composite resin containing 8% (w/w) coated TOCNFs (the maximum loading we studied here) has an apparent viscosity at a shear rate of 30 Hz below that of the composite resin containing 1% (w/w) uncoated TOCNFs, despite containing nearly an order of magnitude more TOCNFs.
Ultimately, the rheological properties of SLA resins are important to their success in 3D printing solid objects. During 3D printing by SLA, the build platform to which the forming part is adhered slowly moves up and down through the liquid resin bath. As a result, growing parts are constantly coated and uncoated with uncured liquid resin. Accordingly, the operating viscosities and shear rates for stereolithography are relatively low (30-100 Hz depending on the printer manufacturer and printing parameters). This ensures maximal part resolution by retaining a minimal amount of uncured resin between layer curing, as low-viscosity resin easily runs off parts during printing. This is perhaps analogous to applying multiple thin coats of paint to a wall rather than one thick, uneven coat. Accordingly, we report the measured apparent viscosities at 30 Hz of all the resins in Table 1 below and note the tested composite resins fall below the 5 Pa·s limit commonly associated with SLA printers.

Table 1. Apparent viscosities of composite SLA resins measured at 30 Hz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resin</th>
<th>Apparent Viscosity @ 30 Hz (Pa·s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% coated</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% coated</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3% coated</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4% coated</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6% coated</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8% coated</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% uncoated</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Investigation of mechanical properties and morphology of 3D printed parts.** We 3D printed tensile testing specimens according to the ASTM D638 standard using a commercially available
desktop 3D printer and measured Young’s modulus (stiffness) and ultimate tensile strength of the printed materials using static tensile testing. We then performed a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a subsequent Tukey’s test of honestly significant differences (HSD) to determine statistical differences among the measured performance properties of the various testing specimens. The results of these tests are summarized in Figure 3.

**Figure 3.** Plots of tensile strength (left) and Young’s modulus (right) of 3D printed tensile testing specimens containing various weight percentages of coated (blue circles) and uncoated (red squares) TOCNFs. Each measurement was performed 6 times on 3 different mixtures as displayed for a total of 18 measurements per data point. The means (markers and values) and standard error of the means (error bars and parenthetical values) are shown. Tukey’s test of honestly significant differences (HSD) was used to determine statistical differences among the samples (letters a-e); samples that are not statistically different share letters. The dotted lines are not mathematically meaningful and are provided only to guide the eye.
As shown in Figure 3, small amounts of uncoated TOCNFs (1% (w/w), red markers) do not have a statistically significant effect on the tensile strength or the stiffness of the printed composites. A higher 4% (w/w) loading of uncoated TOCNFs is detrimental to the material properties of printed objects, which shows a decrease in tensile strength and stiffness of 38 and 11%, respectively. We attribute these results to the heterogeneous nature of the pre-printed liquid resins, which are evidenced by their pseudoplastic rheological behavior (see above). In fact, we were unable to measure the viscosity of the composite resin containing 4% (w/w) uncoated TOCNFs, and it was visibly heterogenous after blending.

In contrast to the composites that contain uncoated TOCNFs, those that contain coated TOCNFs display marked improvement in tensile strength and stiffness. The greatest improvement in mechanical properties came at the lowest loadings of coated TOCNFs (1, 2, and 3% (w/w)). This result aligns with the rheological behavior of those ideally viscous liquid resins (see above). As we add additional coated TOCNFs (4, 6, and 8% (w/w)), the mechanical properties begin to degrade. Again, this parallels the rheological results, which indicate a pseudoplastic behavior of the liquid resins caused by resin heterogeneity.

In addition to tensile testing specimens, we also printed a so-called “torture test” print that was provided by user KCSteve on thingiverse.com. Torture tests incorporate print features that are challenging to resolve with a given resin combination. In our case, we were interested in discerning how resin viscosity affects negative features (holes) in prints. All other parameters being equal (e.g. exposure time, light-off delay, build platform velocity, etc.), any differences in print morphology can be attributed to differences in the resins used. Photographs of these prints using resin containing 1% (w/w) coated and uncoated TOCNFs are provided in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Torture test specimens containing 1% (w/w) coated (A) and uncoated (B) TOCNFs. The purple square (insets) and green, orange, and blue arrows are points of comparison that highlight the resin performance differences.

As shown in Figure 4, the surface finish of the prints is markedly different when using the resin containing coated or uncoated TOCNFs. The resin containing coated TOCNFs is much smoother, and the part appears clearer and more homogenous (Figure 4A, purple square inset). In contrast, the resin containing uncoated TOCNFs has a rough surface finish, and the part is cloudy, likely due to agglomeration of the TOCNFs (Figure 4B, purple square inset). In addition, we noted distinct differences in our ability to resolve small negative features in the xy plane (parallel to the build platform) of printed parts. We could resolve smaller holes in the vertical (green arrows) and horizontal (blue arrows) directions, and we could resolve smaller circular holes (orange arrows)
using the resin containing coated TOCNFs. We attribute this to the ability of the resin to drain from these features during printing because of its lower viscosity (see above).

**Matrix-fiber interaction discussion.** In the case of resins containing *uncoated* TOCNFs, inter- and intra-fiber interactions via hydrogen bonding are more prevalent than interactions between the photopolymer matrix and the dispersed TOCNF reinforcing fiber. Although the commercial resin we used has a proprietary composition that is unknown to us, it is likely composed of a mixture of acrylate monomers and oligomers. Acrylate monomers are overwhelmingly used in commercial 3D printing resins because of their favorable polymerization kinetics and low cost. Therefore, the interfacial mismatch between the relatively hydrophilic surface of the TOCNF fibers and the relatively hydrophobic surface of the cured polyacrylate photopolymer affords minimal stress transfer between the matrix and the fiber, leading to no change in mechanical properties of composites with low amounts of uncoated TOCNFs (1% (w/w)). At higher loadings of uncoated fibers (4% (w/w)), substantial agglomeration could form what are essentially discontinuities in the polyacrylate matrix due to a lack of wettability and mixing, which leads to severe degradation of performance properties.

In contrast, for the case of lower loadings of *coated* materials, the relatively homogenous resins contain well dispersed TOCNFs, which lead to a substantial boost to performance properties. This improvement occurs via an enhancement of matrix-fiber interactions between the cured photopolymer matrix and the dispersed TOCNF reinforcing fiber. This is due to the presence of the surfactant on the surface of the TOCNFs, which homogenizes the interfacial layer by interacting with the hydrophilic TOCNF surface via hydrogen bonding (Scheme 1) and the hydrophobic polyacrylate matrix via non-covalent dispersion interactions. As we increase the amount of coated TOCNFs, the resulting pseudoplastic resins are less homogeneous because inter-
and intra-fiber hydrogen bonding interactions begin to dominate. This is perhaps due to an incomplete substitution of surface COONa groups via our salt metathesis method (see above). We therefore recognize an opportunity to optimize the surface coating step using LAE or other surfactants, which could further improve fiber dispersion and resulting performance properties. We are currently investigating these phenomena further in our lab.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this work, we investigated nanocellulose-containing composite materials that were 3D printed via stereolithography. We demonstrated that LAE, a widely used and commercially available surfactant, could be used to coat the surface of TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanofibrils. The presence of this coating led to a substantial improvement in performance properties of 3D printed composites, likely due to enhancement of interfacial interactions between the matrix and fiber phases. Moreover, the coating also provided enhanced resolution to printed parts, especially related to negative features, when compared to resins containing TOCNFs without the coating. Overall, this strategy is generally applicable to dispersion of hydrophilic cellulose nanomaterials in common hydrophobic SLA resins and could lead to high performance renewable biocomposites via additive manufacturing. Our future work will focus on using this strategy to 3D print new composite materials with additional bioderived polymers such as lignin.
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